Deed 119

Deed of marriage of James Sibbald and Janet Foote, given to the sheriff.

Deed 23

Deed of a grant by James Sibbald to James Bannet.

Deed 77

Deed of a grant by James Sibbald to James Sibbald in a certain portion of the lands of Craikhead.

Deed 30

Deed given to James Sibbald in a deed of transfer to Robert Foulis.

Deed 7

Deed given to James Sibbald in a deed of transfer to Robert Foulis.

Deed 12

Deed of an indenture by James Sibbald to Robert Foulis.

Deed 7

Deed of an indenture by James Sibbald to Robert Foulis.

Deed 10

Deed of a transfer by James Sibbald to James Sibbald.

Deed 12

Deed of a transfer by James Sibbald to James Sibbald.

Deed 8

Deed of a present derived in earth and argus, demised to Pierre Bisset.

Deed 21

Deed of a present derived in earth and argus, demised to Pierre Bisset.

Deed 11

Deed of a present derived in earth and argus, demised to Pierre Bisset.